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ABSTRACT 

Concern over social equity dominates current debates about payments for ecosystem 

services and reduced deforestation and forest degradation (REDD+). Yet, despite the 

apprehension that these initiatives may undermine equity, the term is generally left 

undefined. This paper presents a systematic framework for the analysis of equity that can be 

used to examine how local equity is affected as the global value of ecosystem services 

changes. Our framework identifies three dimensions that form the content (the what) of 

equity. The first, distributive equity, addresses the distribution of benefits and costs. The 

second, procedural equity, refers to decision-making. These are linked by the third 

dimension, contextual equity, which incorporates the pre-existing conditions that limit or 

facilitate people’s access to decision-making procedures, resources and, thereby, benefits. 

The framework then asks how these dimensions are shaped by the scale and target group of 

concern (who), the framing of goals with respect to equity (why), and, crucially, how the 

decisions about the content, target and aims of equity are taken. By spurring debate around 

the fundamental ethical values at stake, this framework can guide analysts, policymakers 

and planners towards more open and inclusive processes for defining equity, along with 

affirmative efforts to engage marginalised people. 
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1. Introduction 

In response to persistent and alarming rates of environmental degradation, a growing 

number of initiatives promulgate better valuation of resources in order to reverse or halt this 

trend (e.g. TEEB, 2010). A burgeoning literature on payments for ecosystem services (PES)1 

describes how the creation of markets for these newly valued ecosystem services provides 

incentives for ecosystem managers to manage their resources more sustainably. However, 

optimism about the potential of PES is counteracted by mounting concerns that local equity 

may be undermined, or that existing inequalities may be worsened, as the local value2 of 

ecosystem services is transformed by changes in their global value – whether caused by 

market forces or regional and global initiatives to pay for them (Ghazoul et al., 2010; Sikor et 

al., 2010). Such value shifts may serve the interests of elites and intermediary organisations, 

while local actors lose access to significant livelihood resources without any significant 

benefits or influence over the terms of trade (Corbera and Brown, 2010; Kosoy and Corbera, 

2010; McAfee and Shapiro, 2010; Pascual et al., 2010).  

 

Just how quickly ecosystem service values can change is illustrated by the growth of the 

market in forest carbon credits from just 0.3mtCO2e in 2003 to 30mtCO2e in 2010 (Diaz et 

al., 2011). This sudden commercial valuation of trees and forests for the carbon dioxide they 

sequester imposes novel management constraints on local people at the same time as it 

attracts substantial new funds into the forest sector. Over forty developing countries (and 

many private companies) are moving to capitalise on this new commodity by developing and 

implementing national programmes to achieve ‘Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and 

forest Degradation, conserving and enhancing forest carbon stocks, and sustainably 

managing forests’ (REDD+). Initial estimates of potential income flows to developing 

countries were as high as $30 billion per year (Peskett et al., 2008). The challenge of 

ensuring equity across multiple actors and scales has been a critical concern driving 

developments in the REDD+ debate at both international and national levels (Peskett et al., 

2011a). 

 

Discussions around global environmental governance reflect the centrality of equity to just 

and sustainable outcomes, yet lack clarity regarding the definition and components of equity.  

Without a clear definition of which aspects of equity are being pursued and how, it is difficult 

                                                 
1 The early literature on PES (e.g. Wunder, 2005) uses the term to refer to payments for environmental services, 

focusing mostly on payments for water and for biodiversity conservation. In this paper we follow the prevalent 

practice of using PES to refer to payments for ecosystem services, where ecosystem services are defined by the 

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment as provisioning, cultural, supporting and regulating services (MA, 2005). 
2 We are construing value in its broadest sense, to embrace exchange value (price), use value, cultural value 

(meaning) and ethical principle. 
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to evaluate the impact of policies and programmes on equity, and impossible to plan for it 

effectively. Moreover, an explicit discussion of the equity goals of a policy or programme, i.e. 

of what constitutes a positive impact on social equity in a particular context, would provide 

an opening for people to have a say in setting up the structures that will condition their future 

welfare (e.g. the design of REDD+). Although past research has made progress in mapping 

important dimensions of equity in terms of governance processes and benefit distribution 

(Corbera and Schroeder, 2011; Mahanty et al., 2006; McDermott and Schreckenberg, 2009), 

we still lack a comprehensive framework that identifies and brings together various 

dimensions of equity in an integrated, systematic and rigorous way. This paper aims to fill 

that void.  

 

Frameworks “provid[e] a common set of potentially relevant variables and their 

subcomponents” (Ostrom 2009: 419) for use in planning, monitoring, evaluating and 

research. They help to define a commonly understood vocabulary for analysis and debate. 

By unpacking the critical elements of a complex topic they identify popular elisions and 

omissions. Our framework lays out the elements of equity in relation to each other in order to 

develop the clear conceptual basis that is necessary to operationalise and apply the term: for 

example, to develop and monitor indicators of equity in practice. 

 

As it does not present an explanatory model of change, the proposed framework cannot by 

itself account for the causes of inequity. This paper does, however, aspire to lay the 

essential foundation for causal inquiry of the sort that could account for how local equity is 

affected by exogenously driven changes in the value of ecosystem services. Our emphasis 

on the local scale complements the important body of literature that examines equity and 

justice with respect to global climate regimes (e.g. Grasso, 2007; Heyward, 2007; Klinsky 

and Dowlatabadi, 2009). These works focus on nation-states as the locus of concern, with 

limited attention to sub-national groups, and still less to the local communities where climate 

change impacts are felt. Despite the absence of local input, some negotiations over REDD+ 

manifest concern with local equity, eliciting debate on appropriate ‘safeguards’ (McDermott 

et al., 2012). The proposed equity framework is directly relevant to these efforts.  

 

The paper begins by considering how equity relates to justice and other closely allied 

concepts. We then draw from the literature on ethical and political philosophy to develop a 

framework for the analysis of equity. The framework has three core dimensions: distributive, 

procedural and contextual equity, which together describe the substantive content (the what) 

of equity. Three additional parameters are necessary for a complete analysis of equity in a 

given intervention: its goals in relation to equity (why), the target groups, or social scale, of 

equity (who) and ‘how’ the goals, targets and content of equity were decided upon in the first 
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place (cf. Fraser, 2009). We illustrate these elements of equity by reference to a range of 

different marketed ecosystem services, from irrigation water to community forest products, 

natural gas and sequestered carbon. In addition, we draw lessons from how equity 

challenges are being confronted in processes for governing ecosystem service markets such 

as certification schemes, access-and-benefit sharing legislation and REDD+ programmes. 

The paper concludes with a discussion of how this framework contrasts with other prominent 

concepts and approaches: rights, efficiency and poverty alleviation. 

 

2. Justice and equity 

Justice, fairness and equity all imply “fair treatment or due reward” (Schroeder and Pisupati, 

2010:13). Konow (2003:1189) points out that these terms reflect Adam Smith’s notion of an 

“impartial spectator whose judgment is not biased by any personal stake.” Fairness and the 

lack of self-interest are also emphasised in the Oxford English Dictionary (2010) definition of 

equity as “the quality of being equal or fair; fairness, impartiality; even-handed dealing”. 

 

While we draw on the long lineage of literature on justice to define equity, we find the term 

equity more suited to our aims, which involve evaluating change in the relative situation of 

particular groups in society. Common usage defines justice in terms of rights: “The quality of 

being (morally) just or righteous…conformity (of an action or thing) to moral right, or to 

reason, truth, or fact” (OED, 2010). By contrast, equity is comparative; it is principally 

concerned with relationships between people, and with their relative circumstances (Grasso, 

2007).  

 

In legal terms, equity refers to “a branch of law that developed alongside common law in 

order to remedy some of its defects in fairness and justice” (OED, 2010). In British and 

American courts legal principles concerned with equity supplement strict rules of law that do 

not consider any special hardships or other constraints faced by the defendant (Worthington, 

2006). Equity thus contrasts with the common depiction of Justice as a blindfolded woman 

holding scales and a sword (Resnick and Curtis, 2010), who metes out equal treatment for 

all, regardless of personal advantage or disadvantage (such as extreme poverty). If Justice 

is blind, Equity has her eyes wide open.  

 

A further contrast arises from another popular notion of justice: retribution, as evoked by the 

dictum “An eye for an eye” (cf. Schroeder and Pisupati, 2010). Under such an approach, a 

just judgement could be rendered that was inequitable in its impacts (e.g. penalising a 

starving person for stealing food). These two interpretations of justice extend beyond the 

notion of “justice as fairness” (Rawls, 1971, 2001) to incorporate an explicitly moral or 

legalistic dimension.  
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Compensatory justice makes a gentler, but similarly rights-based demand for the 

compensation of parties that have been harmed by the actions of others (Klinsky and 

Dowlatabadi, 2009). Once the scope of justice is expanded to encompass the powerful 

notion of ‘social justice’, the blindfolded goddess must open her eyes and consider outcomes 

for society as a whole, i.e. what would make for a ‘just society’ (Tisdell, 2003). 

 

Equity is closely associated with equality, and with it the commonly accepted notion that 

fairness demands “equal consideration for all” (Sen, 1992:17). Yet, equity and equality are 

distinguished in important ways. Though the dictionary pairs ‘equal’ with ‘fair’, we often find 

that a ‘fair share’, the measure of equity, is not necessarily an equal share. Furthermore, 

what is regarded as a ‘fair share’ varies according to different situations and cultures (Fisher, 

1989). Opposed to a relativistic notion of equity, Sen (1992:ix) argues that all conceptions of 

equity are founded upon the equality of something – whether income, utility, welfare, 

opportunity, rights or liberties. He contends that ethical reasoning must be “credible from the 

viewpoint of others”, underscoring a key reason for advancing equity as a fundamental 

criterion for evaluation. He further notes that equality in a chosen “focal variable” will often 

necessitate inequalities in others (e.g. equality of opportunity will result in unequal 

achievements in wealth). 

 

2.1 Distributive justice 

Fraser (2009) and Schlosberg (2007) argue that the last four decades of scholarship on 

justice have focused on one key dimension: distributive equity. Fundamentally, these 

theories of justice (categorised in Table 1) are concerned with the distribution of ‘goods’ and 

‘bads’ in society and the principles by which these benefits and burdens are, or should be, 

distributed. Distributive justice focuses on the allocation among stakeholders of costs and 

benefits resulting from, for example, environmental policy or resource management 

decisions and hence represents primarily (but not exclusively) the economic dimension of 

equity (Mahanty et al., 2006). 

 

Table 1. Principles of distributive justice 

Type Theory Principle  

Consequence-

based 

Utilitarianism Greatest good for greatest number 

Welfare economics Individual utility contributes to aggregate welfare 

Rules-based Libertarianism Equal rights 

Egalitarianism Equal shares 

Merit-based Rewards proportional to inputs 

Need-based Rewards according to need  
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Theories of distributive justice fall into one of two categories: consequence-based or rules-

based. Modern welfare economics (a refinement of utilitarianism) understands the social 

good to mean the maximisation of individual utilities, aggregated according to a ‘social 

welfare function’ (Konow, 2003; Samuelson, 1947). The market, more or less fettered 

according to different economic schools, is the mechanism for achieving the efficient 

distribution of social costs and benefits, namely one that maximises social welfare. This has 

been the guiding logic for the efficacy of PES in conserving ecosystem services for the least 

cost (Tacconi, 2011). Note that benefits and costs may be unequally distributed among 

individuals for the sake of net social gain. 

 

Under rules-based theories, distributional outcomes are judged not on their own terms, but 

are considered just if they result from the application of fair rules. Human beings are valued 

as ends in themselves, never to be treated as the means to some other good (e.g. as 

ecosystem service providers). Thus, concern for the individual prevails over the aggregate: 

“justice denies that the loss of freedom for some is made right by a greater good shared by 

others” (Rawls, 1971:3–4). Table 1 highlights four different rules-based principles for judging 

the justice of distributional outcomes. Libertarian systems emphasise liberty in terms of 

equality of individual rights and opportunities for all members of society, regardless of the 

consequences for their relative attainment of wealth, well-being or any other kind of utility 

(Nozick, 1974). So long as they flow from the free exercise of equal rights (e.g. the 

honouring of property rights), extreme inequalities in outcome (e.g. property distribution) are 

to be tolerated. All distributional allocations arising from freely chosen transfers are 

considered fair (Konow, 2003). 

 

Egalitarian systems demand equality in the distribution of benefits from a productive activity 

without regard for any pre-existing inequities. Shares of benefit/cost could be assessed in 

terms of quantitative measures, such as net income, or more integrative concepts, such as 

change in well-being (Konow, 2003; Sen, 1992). Merit-based distributions hold that rewards 

should be proportional to individual productive contributions or sacrifices made (i.e. 

opportunity costs) (Konow, 2003). A final major distributive notion – that just social 

allocations should reflect individual needs – is shared by a diverse set of theorists from John 

Rawls (1971) to Karl Marx. Both thinkers agree that justice (or injustice) is established by the 

basic structure of society, and distribution should therefore take account of the different 

needs arising from the inherent disadvantage suffered by some groups.  
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2.2 Procedural justice 

Procedural justice refers to fairness in the political processes that allocate resources and 

resolve disputes. It involves recognition, inclusion, representation and participation in 

decision-making (Fraser, 2009; Hillier, 1998; Schlosberg, 2007). 

 

A chief critique of distributive theories of justice is that they ignore the causes and processes 

that construct injustice (Fraser, 2009; Schlosberg, 2007). This criticism has been levelled at 

PES schemes as market-based distributive mechanisms that only serve to exacerbate 

underlying inequities (e.g. McAfee and Shapiro, 2010). The question then arises whether 

promoting procedural justice by instituting inclusive, participatory processes to govern PES 

exchanges makes it possible to correct for unfair outcomes and/or to tackle causal origins.   

 

2.3 Contextual justice and capabilities 

To uncover the origins of injustice it is necessary to understand political processes and 

distributive outcomes in their social context. These sorts of considerations are often 

overlooked or underplayed in the design of development interventions. Moreover, to assess 

the social impact or fairness of a project or policy it is necessary to track not only the process 

and outcomes of implementation, but also to investigate initial social conditions – what kind 

of inequity is present at the starting point? These reasons make the case for the analytical 

and pragmatic utility of distinguishing a third dimension of justice, which is further developed 

in the discussion on equity below. 

 

The basis for this distinction can be found in the literature in the communitarian critique of 

Rawls and distributive justice. Authors such as Pelletier (2010), Sandel (1990) and Walzer 

(1983) argue that justice is a situated phenomenon, i.e. that principles of justice must be 

understood within the context of the culture in question, with reference to beliefs, practices 

and institutions that guide actors. 

 

Capability theory similarly questions liberal notions of justice founded on individuals with 

their autonomous preferences and rights. This influential approach (Nussbaum and Sen, 

1993) links ethical, individually based conceptions of justice to the idea of ‘social justice’ 

operating at higher scales (community to global). ‘Capabilities’ are the capacities necessary 

for individuals to fully function in their chosen lives, the freedom and wherewithal to pursue 

the lives they value. For example: the capability of literacy is necessary for reading 

(Schlosberg, 2007). In order for citizens to exercise the vote, they first must have recognition 

as a member of the political community and a minimum level of education, information, 

security, and economic resources (e.g. transportation, ability to take time off work). Great 

asymmetries of wealth and power produce great asymmetries in capabilities and thereby 
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distort democratic participation and subvert justice. The capabilities component of justice 

thus reveals the interdependence of distribution, procedure and recognition (Schlosberg, 

2007). It also expands the scale of justice beyond the liberal focus on individuals to 

recognise that groups (e.g. communities of place, interest or ethnic identity) can also have 

capabilities, enjoy collective rights, suffer collective disadvantages, and form social 

movements. 

 

2.4 Participatory parity: an integrative principle 

For Fraser, the above dimensions of justice are united under the principle of “participatory 

parity”, which posits that  

justice requires social arrangements that permit all to participate as peers in social 

life. Overcoming injustice means dismantling institutionalised obstacles that prevent 

some people from participating on a par with others, as full partners in social 

interaction (2009:16). 

 

It requires surmounting barriers to participation not only in the political sphere, but in all 

aspects of social engagement. Such an accomplishment would meet Sen’s (2009) call for a 

global process of “public reasoning” towards locating an “overlapping consensus” (Rawls, 

1971) on principles by which to guide public life. At any scale, where an initial shared 

grammar of justice is absent, participatory parity represents a process for generating 

contextually appropriate, functional definitions and standards. 

 

Participatory parity is best understood as a goal to strive towards rather than an operational 

standard, since complete democracy exists nowhere. In particular, many REDD+ schemes 

will operate not within the (albeit flawed) systems of Western-style democracies, but rather in 

the context of non-representative systems of imposed decision-making. Analytically and 

aspirationally, however, participatory parity serves a crucial function in highlighting how the 

dimensions of justice are fundamentally interrelated. It underscores the fact that procedural 

justice cannot be achieved in a situation where people have vastly different capabilities to 

participate. For instance, a Free, Prior and Informed Consent regime will not effectively allow 

communities to defend and pursue their interests where they lack the information, time and 

experience to participate effectively (Szablowski, 2010).  
 

3. Equity framework 

The previous section reviewed the key elements in the justice literature that are significant 

for the assessment of equity: distribution, procedure, and context. Drawing on these ideas, 

we distil an analytical framework that can be used to examine, evaluate and plan for the 

impacts on equity of changes in value of ecosystem services in various contexts. The three 
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dimensions of justice inform the core content of equity, or the first parameter of the 

framework, represented as the innermost layer in its diagrammatic depiction below (Figure 

1). Together, these dimensions delimit and characterise the subject matter of equity as 

explicitly or implicitly defined in policies, projects and plans; in other words they answer the 

question: ‘what counts as a matter of equity?’ However, as discussed in Section 3.2, until the 

questions that frame the equity problem are also answered, any analysis or solution is 

incomplete. The framework therefore includes three additional, concentric parameters of 

meta-equity:  

 ‘who counts as a subject of equity?’, which addresses the targets, or social scale of 

equity;  

 ‘why equity (or not)?’, which considers the goals with regard to equity; and 

 ‘how are the parameters (what, who, why) of equity determined?’ (cf. Fraser, 2009; 

Mahanty et al., 2006).   

 

Figure 1. Equity framework.  

  

 

Note that the framework sets out guiding questions rather than specifying universally 

applicable standards. It allows for context-specific parameters to be generated, adopted and 

adaptively modified for a given intervention. Under ideal conditions these choices would be 

made through a process of participatory parity involving all affected parties. However, even 

an explicit process where the parameters are set by politicians, bureaucrats, or the analyst is 

superior to the more common practice of relying upon implicit, unarticulated and sometimes 

contradictory values and definitions. 

 

3.1 Content  

The content of equity constitutes the first parameter in the proposed framework. Applying our 

analysis of the justice literature, we distinguish three dimensions of equity. Note that most 
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treatments of equity stop here, and many do not proceed past a one-dimensional focus on 

distribution.  

  

3.1.1 Distributive equity  

An evaluation of the social impact of an intervention that changes the value of ecosystem 

services must examine the distribution of costs, risks and benefits. This allocation can then 

be assessed in terms of one or more of the principles of distributive justice: equality, social 

welfare, merit and need (see Table 1).3 This sort of evaluation can reveal how community-

based forestry has evolved, for example, in Nepal. There some community forest user 

groups (CFUGs) began by targeting an equal distribution of costs (e.g. labour invested to 

guard the forest) and benefits (e.g. timber) for all members (Maharjan et al., 2009). Finding 

that the lack of appropriate equipment prevented poorer members from making use of their 

timber share, a utilitarian approach was instead employed to maximise net social welfare by 

selling the timber as a community and distributing the resulting profits (Maharjan et al., 

2009). Merit-based systems are found in low-value Tanzanian community forestry, where the 

limited benefits are distributed primarily to members of the environmental management 

committee to reward their disproportionate input of effort (Vyamana, 2009). Current 

community forestry guidelines in Nepal are founded on a needs-based approach, with 

benefits specifically designed to improve the welfare of the least advantaged, most 

marginalised members of the community (Maharjan et al., 2009). 

 

3.1.2. Procedural equity  

In practice, standards for procedural equity can range from minimal guarantees of equal 

basic rights in decision-making and judicial processes to affirmative action favouring groups 

that have been marginalised with respect to natural resources, such as women, the landless 

and ethnic minorities.  

 

Fraser (2009) and others (Schlosberg, 2007; Young, 1990) argue that the extent to which 

such groups are recognised within a socio-political system is a critical – often missing – 

component in assessing procedural fairness. The equity framework thus underscores how 

meaningful public participation (participatory parity in the ideal) requires recognition of all 

parties and affirmative efforts to ensure their inclusion and representation. In the case of 

community forestry in Nepal, the key to achieving better distributive equity has been a focus 

by many donor projects on improving the procedural equity in CFUGs. This began with a 

                                                 
3 Note that, for our purposes, there is no major distinction between distributive equity and distributive justice. 

However, although liberty (equal rights, equal opportunity) can be classed as a distributive principle of justice, 

we have categorised it under procedural equity in this framework in order to distinguish outcomes (distribution) 

from process (procedure). 
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requirement that women and the most marginalised social group, the dalit caste, be 

recognised and included on CFUG committees and be given at least some of the key 

decision-making posts. Additionally, a strong focus on good governance (including well-

being ranking to identify the poorest, empowerment classes for women, and public audits) 

gradually led to decision-making that responded more directly to the needs of marginalised 

groups (Schreckenberg and Luttrell, 2009). 

 

3.1.3. Contextual equity 

Brown and Corbera (2003:545) propose that, together with procedural and distributive 

equity, “equity in access” constitutes one of the three key elements of equity. We expand 

upon the notion of ‘access’ to encompass what we have termed ‘contextual equity’, which 

takes into account the uneven playing field (Larson and Ribot, 2007) created by the pre-

existing political, economic and social conditions under which people engage in and benefit 

from resource distributions – and which limit or enable their capacity to do both. Contextual 

equity removes the blindfold from legalistic Justice and acknowledges the initial distributions 

of access, capabilities and power from which people and nations engage in – or are swept 

up by – ecosystem services markets and agreements.    

 

Ribot and Peluso (2003:153–154) define access as the “ability to derive benefit from things,” 

which depends on a “web of powers” exercised through social relations and institutions such 

as markets, property, and informal, illicit and coercive claims to resources. In order to benefit 

from natural resources it is not only necessary to gain sanctioned or unsanctioned access to 

those resources themselves, but also to other critical resources: capital, labour, market 

networks, technology and information. Access operates not only at the level of individual 

capabilities and relationships, but at community and higher organisational levels. 

 

Power enables actors to gain, control and maintain access to resources in two fundamental 

ways (Ribot and Peluso, 2003). Firstly, it enables some actors to affect, even direct, the 

practices and ideas of others (Lukes, 1986). Second, power is recreated through institutions 

and practices that can influence behaviour without any visible coercion (Foucault, 1979). 

Unequal power (re)produces inequity in its other dimensions. It underlies and compounds 

the inequitable distribution of resources and it strengthens certain voices in the political 

process while extinguishing others.  

 

Looking through the integrative lens of contextual equity reveals how interventions in the 

value of ecosystem services are constrained by, and in turn transform, existing social 

institutions. For instance, some PES contracts have enabled local resource users and 

communities to formalise their customary claims to land. However, their relatively powerless 
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position in this negotiation means that recognition may come at the price of restrictions on 

valued local land and forest uses, such as shifting cultivation (Mahanty et al., 2012). In 

ecosystem service markets, it is then possible to assess (i) how existing access and power 

relationships affect the ability of different social actors to win or lose from emerging 

ecosystem service markets; and (ii) whether this leads to greater or lesser social disparity. 

For instance, in Costa Rica’s forest conservation PES scheme, payments were found to go 

disproportionately to farmers with higher levels of education, wealth and farm size (Muradian 

et al., 2010; Zbinden and Lee, 2005). Most assessments of equity limit their focus to the 

distribution of benefits, and sometimes, costs. Skipping over issues of procedural and 

contextual equity, such assessments are likely to miss many impacts that are harder to 

measure, but are often crucial to local welfare. Of particular concern is the potential of 

commodified ecosystem services to undermine traditional and other local institutions that 

(re)distribute resources, provide ‘safety nets’ for the poor, or establish sanctions for 

sustainable resource use (e.g. labour-sharing arrangements, patron-client relationships and 

belief-systems) (Birkenholtz, 2009; Kosoy and Corbera, 2010; Landell-Mills and Porras, 

2002) . 

 

3.1.4 Linkages across dimensions of equity 

The development of Peru’s law on access and benefit-sharing illustrates how distributive, 

procedural and contextual dimensions of inequity are inevitably interrelated (Ituarte-Lima and 

Subramanian, in press). In this case, mechanisms to overcome power imbalances in 

negotiations and help forest-dependent people comply with legal requirements included 

helping them gain formal legal status, providing widespread information about the law (in 

many formats and languages) and improving their ability to take advantage of the law by 

abolishing the fee to register collective knowledge of biodiversity (Ituarte-Lima and 

Subramanian, in press). These contextual and procedural changes were expected to 

improve distributive outcomes. 

 

More generally, equity is violated where PES agreements are not fully voluntary compacts 

made between equal partners – equal with respect to resources and capabilities (distribution 

and context) as well as rights (procedure). This violation is in fact prevalent according to 

recent research on PES (Engel et al., 2008; Muradian et al., 2010). Thus, many advocates 

for forest and other resource-dependent peoples insist on Free, Prior and Informed Consent 

(FPIC) as a procedural equity criterion for all project activities (e.g. Colchester and Ferrari, 

2007; Sikor et al., 2010). Yet, socio-political disparities can render such procedures all but 

meaningless. 
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If those who control decision-making and access to resources tend to reap a 

disproportionate share of benefits (McDermott and Schreckenberg, 2009; Saito-Jensen et 

al., 2010), is the reverse also true? For instance, do improvements in procedural equity 

necessarily improve the distribution of benefits? Certainly distributive and procedural equity 

come together in the case of mining in Papua New Guinea, where benefit packages are 

negotiated through legally stipulated landowner forums (Filer, 2008). However, the causal 

link between fair outcomes and fair procedures is not always clear-cut. In the case of Bolivia, 

a laudable policy commitment to reduce inter-territorial disparities by redistributing tax 

revenue from gas-rich departments is being pursued through political decision-making 

processes in which central authorities decide, more or less unilaterally, to impose their vision 

of how hydrocarbon resources should be governed (Humphreys Bebbington, 2012). Poor 

procedural equity may thus underpin (and possibly undermine) an objective of achieving 

better distributional equity. Under conditions of massive social inequality, a fundamental 

choice may therefore be required between honouring tenets of procedural equity, such as 

following due process within a fundamentally inequitable society, and achieving an equitable 

distribution of resources.  

 

Distributional, procedural and contextual equity should be seen as interdependent aspects of 

a multidimensional, multiscalar phenomenon whose interrelationships are currently poorly 

understood. In developing the framework, we are less concerned with precise distinctions 

between the dimensions than with ensuring that none of these elements of equity are 

overlooked by policymakers, planners and researchers. Distributional and procedural 

dimensions of a policy or project fall within the scope and control (at least initially) of its 

proponents. Yet, the capacity to achieve distributional and procedural equity is conditioned 

by context, which is not amenable to control. Its features (such as inequality and social 

marginalisation) may be transformable, but only with time, resources and focused effort. As 

a central case in point, one of the major, unresolved debates over REDD+ is the degree to 

which resources should be aimed at ‘context’. In other words, to what degree should a policy 

aimed at sequestering the largest amount of carbon for the least cost be expected to 

alleviate poverty, reform land tenure and deliver other co-benefits?  

   

3.2 The framing of equity: targets, goals and parameter-setting 

 

3.2.1 Target and scale 

Defining equity in terms of the above dimensions alone would leave open the crucial 

question:  ‘who counts as a subject of justice?’, in other words, ‘equity among whom?’ 

(Fraser, 2009; Mahanty et al., 2006). According to Fraser (2009), this is a second-order, or 

meta-justice ‘framing’ issue that must first be specified in order to answer the first-order 
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questions regarding the content (or dimensions) of justice. This set of questions could also 

be posed in terms of scale: ‘at what social and temporal scale should equity be assessed?’ 

Methodological and political consequences of considering equity at different temporal and 

social scales include:  

 

 Individual. Assessing equity will involve comparing the differential capabilities, costs, 

benefits, risks and opportunities experienced by individuals within larger social units, 

factoring in variables like gender and age (Hart, 1992; Pagiola et al., 2010; Sen, 1990).  

 Household.  Here it is relevant to consider the extent to which households benefit or lose 

from distributions according to markers of social difference, such as class, caste, race, 

ethnicity, and occupation. These variables are known to influence the extent to which 

different households derive sustenance or surplus from natural resources and ecosystem 

services (Agrawal and Gibson, 2001; McDermott and Schreckenberg, 2009). 

 Community. Inequities between localities – e.g. rural to urban, upstream to downstream, 

protected to degraded, and high to low commercial value – need to be considered at this 

scale. Locational conflicts of interest raise equity questions for policy makers, as when 

the daily livelihood demands of national park residents challenge international 

conservation values (Mahanty et al., 2006; Saito-Jensen et al., 2010).  

 Along value chain. Ecosystem service value chains may be short and direct (e.g. 

upstream water producers to downstream users) or long and convoluted (e.g. tropical 

timber processed in China for sale as furniture in the UK). Institutional arrangements and 

differing levels of political and market power enable actors along value chains to benefit 

differentially from the process of value creation around a commodity (Ribot, 1998). 

Power relations in the natural gas value chain in Bolivia, for example, are highly 

asymmetrical, with strategic decision-making (and the associated high salaries) being 

concentrated in Santa Cruz, and even further afield in the international headquarters of 

the companies operating the gas fields (Humphreys Bebbington, 2012). 

 (Inter)national-Global. The uneven distribution of natural resources and the historical 

effects of industrialisation, colonisation, extraction and trade have given rise to global 

inequities that give nations differential roles and power in relation to current ecosystem 

service markets. At the same time, as Northern nations are responsible for the vast 

majority of accumulated carbon emissions, the concentration of tropical forests in 

southern countries makes them targets for ecosystem service provision for mitigation, via 

REDD+ schemes. However, Northern interests are largely setting the terms of trade, in 

relation to the architecture of such schemes, and the contractual requirements and 

prices in specific deals (McAfee and Shapiro, 2010; Peskett et al., 2011a) 

 Ecosystems. Some philosophers and activists argue that justice is not limited to human 

society, but must also embrace non-human species (Stone, 1972) and/or ecosystems as 
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a whole (Jamieson, 2008; Schlosberg, 2007). Ecosystem service markets, however, 

prioritise only the human use value of ecosystem services.  

 Intergenerational. Ecological economists (Howarth and Norgaard, 1990; Jamieson, 

2008) argue that the interests of future generations are fundamental to ‘sustainable 

development’ (Brundtland, 1987). While ecosystem service agreements ostensibly aim to 

secure ecosystem services for future generations of ecosystem service ‘buyers’, they 

can also tie future generations of ‘sellers’ or service providers into long term constraints 

on resource use that span decades or longer (Peskett et al., 2011a). 

The subject of equity, and by extension the scale at which equity is being considered, is thus 

an important starting point in assessing change in equity. Inter-scalar relationships feature 

significantly in initiatives, such as REDD+, that cut across all of these spatial and temporal 

scales. Inter-scalar trade-offs in equity may occur, for instance, if ecosystem service markets 

bring about global and national benefits yet cause or increase inequities at the local level. 

 

3.2.2. Goals 

Initiatives that change the value of ecosystem services directly or indirectly may have 

explicitly articulated equity goals or none at all. Failure to set goals with respect to equity 

leaves implicit equity goals unexamined, and precludes the consideration of equity standards 

or targets. This in turn thwarts the monitoring and evaluation of such impacts. Furthermore, it 

also disguises instances where trade-offs are required along multiple dimensions or scales 

of equity. Finally, it closes off the possibility for the ‘subjects’ of equity to participate in 

formulating the objectives of interventions affecting their lives. 

 

Explicit equity goals might seek one of three generalised ends: 

a) ignore equity; 

b) do no harm, i.e. ensure no one is made worse off;   

c) advance equity towards a net more equitable situation. 

 

A purely market-based PES scheme could pursue ecosystem service provision (e.g. carbon 

sequestration, water harvesting) regardless of equity impact (Angelsen et al., 2009).  

However, if the scheme aims to minimise or avoid causing harm, it may establish safeguards 

against worsening inequity. This is the case in certification schemes (McDermott, 2012) and 

most current negotiations on national REDD+ programmes (McDermott et al., 2012; Peskett 

et al., 2011a). Alternatively, if the goal is to improve social equity, the intervention would 

need to identify existing inequity, address its causes, and assess progress. Fairness in the 

allocation of benefits and risks from a project or policy could lead to an equity-neutral result, 

so a fairness criterion alone would not be adequate to this task. Just as the community 
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forestry literature has shown that poverty reduction needs to be an explicit aim if it is to be 

achieved (Schreckenberg and Luttrell, 2009), so too the explicit articulation of equity goals of 

projects or policies is a precondition for equity to be addressed.  

  

3.2.3 Setting the parameters 

In different historical and cultural settings, the parameters of how societies define equity are 

under constant negotiation (Mahanty et al., 2006). Given the conflicting conceptions of equity 

prevailing, understanding how the goal, target and content of equity are established is a 

critical part of the design or evaluation of a project or policy. Different governance processes 

for setting equity parameters produce different substantive outcomes. This is illustrated, for 

example, by the two main global institutions for forest certification – the Forest Stewardship 

Council (FSC) and the Programme for Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) 

(McDermott, 2012). By assigning equal votes to its environmental, social and economic 

‘chambers’, the NGO-driven FSC prevents forest industry members from dominating 

decision-making. Rather, it emphasises the rights of indigenous peoples, local communities 

and workers, with strong representation particularly in the social chamber, to set the 

parameters of equity. In British Columbia, it was therefore possible for an FSC standard to 

be endorsed in complete absence of industry support. Although the private-sector driven 

PEFC also has a multi-stakeholder decision-making process, forest producers are the key 

parameter-setters, and thus the PEFC emphasises making certification more accessible to 

small-scale forest producers through the use of flexible standards with modest requirements 

(McDermott, 2012).  

 

Designing a PES, REDD+, or indeed any policy, programme, or project intended to enhance 

equity (or avoid worsening inequity) similarly relies upon the prior establishment or 

assumption of the fundamental parameters of equity – who will define the values at stake, for 

whom, and how? Whether the parameters are set through democratic deliberation or 

dominant power structures, the equity framework can be applied as an analytical tool for 

teasing out underlying assumptions about how equity is defined and tracking how it is 

affected. Since there is no neutral or context-free way for arriving at a definition of equity, the 

framework requires an external means of setting parameters when called upon as a device 

for planning or critique. Participatory parity is proposed as an aspirational ideal for the 

parameter-setting process.  

 

Short of that ideal, the equity framework can assist users in developing clear and explicit 

equity objectives and criteria – and in excavating those left implicit by others. Analysts and 

planners can then identify, conditionally resolve, and monitor the inevitable conflicts and 

trade-offs that arise among plural conceptions of equity, and between equity and other social 
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goals. Ultimately, however, these are value-laden decisions that protagonists arrive at 

through a process of social contestation and political negotiation. 

 

4. Equity in relation to other guiding principles 

Equity is not the only consideration in designing and evaluating natural resource governance 

regimes and improvement schemes. Below we discuss how the proposed equity framework 

differs from and/or complements other key concepts and approaches. 

 

4.1 Rights and equity 

Human rights are a prominent focus in global debates over how to address climate change. 

Rights-based approaches affirm ‘equal rights’ for all, although their definition and derivation 

varies. Moser (2004:30) defines rights as, “legitimate claims that give rise to correlative 

obligations or duties” on the part of other persons or institutions “to assist the rights-holder in 

securing the right.” Sen’s (2009:358) notion of rights refers more generally to “ethical 

pronouncements” that demand recognition of the freedoms they identify and which others 

are obliged to promote or safeguard.  

 

Rights are closely associated with justice, such that securing the former can be seen as a 

means of bringing about the latter. While rights language is undeniably persuasive, it can be 

imprecise with respect to critical issues. What set of fundamental rights is adequate to 

ensure justice? Who holds these rights, and who bears the duty to enforce them? Advocates 

have argued (e.g. Larson, 2011) that ensuring clear property rights will help guarantee that 

REDD+ will have a just or equitable outcome. Applying the equity framework analytic 

highlights the significance of the scale at which the rights are recognised (e.g. individual vs. 

community) and the importance of cross-scalar relationships (e.g. value chains). Moreover, 

defining equitable distributions on the basis of property rights raises difficulties in specifying 

not only the target, but the content of the right (e.g. forest, timber or carbon? non/commercial 

use? non/consumptive use?) (Sikor and Stahl, 2011). Finally, by what authority, or 

parameter-setting process, were the rights sanctioned (Sikor and Lund, 2009)? The fact that 

carbon rights are not yet legally defined in most of the world (Mahanty et al., 2012) brings 

this latter issue to the fore. 

 

The likelihood of clashing ‘rights’ goes up as more rights (e.g. economic rights) are asserted, 

the universe of rights-holders (e.g. non-citizens) expands, and special classes of rights-

holders (e.g. indigenous people) are designated. Critically, the assertion of rights does not in 

itself provide guidance for ordering or weighting rights that conflict with each other: my 

freedom vs. your well-being, growth vs. sustainability, privacy vs. speech, and indigenous 

rights vs. the rights of migrants (or majorities).   
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Rather than accept as given a broad, putatively cross-cultural set of social and economic 

rights and assume that equity will follow, the proposed equity framework enables the user to 

identify or select an explicit set of parameters that define equity (goal, targets, content) in 

particular contexts, while at the same time pointing out the existence of opportunities to 

challenge inequity.  

 

The meaning of rights as differently construed under different socio-cultural value systems is 

also a challenge in defining equity. The framework developed here sets out parameters by 

which to define and analyse equity, but does not attempt to universalise particular values. 

Systems with different internal valuations of equity can then be assessed and compared 

according to the framework’s analytics and guiding questions. When planning a new project, 

programme or policy, participatory parity provides a normative basis for the process of 

defining equity, rather than issuing a judgment on the outcomes. 

 

4.2 Not by equity alone: effectiveness and efficiency 

Effective ecosystem service markets are often thought to require trade-offs between equity, 

effectiveness (delivery of ecosystem services) and efficiency (variously net social benefit or 

cost-effectiveness) (Angelsen, et al., 2009; Tacconi, 2011; Wunder, 2005). Although the 

relative weighting among the three goals is extrinsic to the framework, it can help analyse 

such trade-offs and clarify their consequences. For example, delivering land-based 

ecosystem services requires access to land, thereby excluding the landless from such PES 

schemes; delivering such services most efficiently favours participation by larger 

landowners, with predictable consequences for local equity (Grieg-Gran et al., 2005; 

Zbinden and Lee, 2005). 

 

The equity framework helps to highlight that trade-offs also occur across temporal and 

geographic scales. For instance, an efficient PES carbon scheme could have locally 

inequitable results, yet have the potential to aid the global poor by averting the worst effects 

of climate change. The benefit to the most vulnerable of future generations would be 

incalculable. Consequently, adopting criteria such as ‘do no harm’ that are derived from an 

exclusively local construction of the equity problem could lead to the rejection of 

interventions that would combat inequity at wider scales. 

 

Fundamental tensions can thus arise between equity at different scales, and between equity, 

efficiency and effectiveness. There is no framework that can be deployed to resolve these 

fundamental quandaries. What a framework can do is to guide analysis in order to make 

ethical and political dilemmas clear. Thus, equity must be understood as one in a portfolio of 
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criteria. Since there are no universal ethical grounds for evaluating trade-offs between equity 

and other principles, we are thrown back upon participatory parity as the process for seeking 

an ‘overlapping consensus’ on the way forward. 

 

4.3 Equity and poverty 

The distinction between the goals of equity and poverty alleviation depends on how both are 

defined. For example, viewing poverty alleviation in terms of raising aggregate income or net 

social welfare (expanding the metaphorical social pie) could leave relative poverty 

untouched, or even worsen distributive equity. For instance, REDD+/PES interventions may 

benefit the moderately poor, e.g. by providing tree seedlings, but leave out the poorest, i.e. 

those without land to plant them on (Peskett et al., 2011b). The end result of such projects is 

to increase inequity even as poverty decreases overall. Conversely, a hypothetical project 

could make everyone worse off (the pie shrinks), but improve equity by reducing wealth 

disparities (more equally sized slices). 

 

The more poverty is understood to be multidimensional, the closer and more complex the 

poverty-equity connection becomes, as a large theoretical and empirical body of literature 

attests (e.g. Nolan and Whelan, 2007; Sen, 1992; UNDP, 2011; World Bank, 2000). In fact, 

each can be understood to be a dimension of the other, such that we find that an equity-

focused analysis can shed new light on efforts both to alleviate poverty and to protect the 

interests of the poor and marginalised in pursuit of other goals. Equity provides a way of 

characterising the distribution of power and resources at a given place and time: 

interventions to alleviate poverty must attempt to re-order these relationships in order to 

have more than a very local effect. If we then draw parallels between ecosystem services as 

relatively new, abstract land-based commodities and long-standing resource-based 

commodity markets (e.g. timber, oil), evidence from the latter (Ross, 1999) suggests the 

need to question very carefully the assumption that ecosystem service markets will prove to 

be wealth-generators for the poor and equity-enhancers for society as a whole.  

 

If PES schemes are to have any prospect of redressing poverty, they must tackle its drivers 

and confront inequity at an effective scale. More commonly, PES proponents instead 

emphasise environmental outcomes, either neglecting to mention poverty reduction 

altogether, or tacking it on as a potential co-benefit (Wunder, 2008). Critics argue to the 

contrary that PES, as a market-based strategy operating in a world with massively unequal 

distribution of ownership and buying power, is bound to reinforce deep-rooted structural 

causes of poverty and thereby exacerbate inequity as well as poverty-induced environmental 

degradation and vulnerability (Corbera and Brown, 2010; McAfee and Shapiro, 2010). This 

theoretical debate can only be resolved empirically. The framework proposed here can 
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support such an investigation by revealing the multiple dimensions along which to analyse 

and evaluate equity conditions, processes and outcomes. 

 

5. Conclusion 

We argue that a fully specified definition of equity is indispensible to just and effective policy, 

planning, and assessment of the social impacts of change in the value of ecosystem 

services. In contrast, much of the current policy discourse on climate change seems to 

relegate equity to distribution alone. We contend that the three interdependent dimensions of 

equity – distribution, procedure, and the contextual disposition of capabilities, access and 

power – all contribute to the degree of (in)equity in the social condition. Thus, interventions 

designed solely to distribute payments for ecosystem services, without attention to local 

decision-making inputs, access to resources, and power relations, are unlikely to have 

equitable consequences. Further research is needed to understand the dynamic interactions 

between these dimensions and how they are affected by changes in values of ecosystem 

services. 

 

In addition to illustrating the multiple, interlinked dimensions of equity, this framework 

highlights the importance of often overlooked framing parameters. First, it matters whether 

the goal of an initiative is to maximise gains in social equity, or merely to ‘safeguard’ it. 

Second, the specification of socio-spatial and temporal scale defining who is targeted makes 

a profound difference. Framed too expansively, local suffering and exclusion go unattended; 

yet, an excessively narrow frame will miss the causes of inequity, neglect affected non-local 

parties, and exclude potential long-term solutions to social and environmental problems. 

While the framework itself does not incorporate nearly all the factors affecting the impacts on 

equity of payments for ecosystem services, it does identify the essential elements of equity 

that must be evaluated in order to conduct such an assessment. Of these, perhaps the most 

frequently overlooked is the final framing parameter: the process of defining equity in a given 

context. Without explicit attention, such a process is likely to remain subterranean, reflect 

dominant discourses, and reproduce prevailing power relations that constrain the 

possibilities for the progressive transformation of inequity. In this respect the full implications 

of the equity framework are not value-neutral. For analysts as well as polities, the systematic 

analysis of equity enables open and inclusive parameter-setting processes that involve 

debating the fundamental ethical values at stake in defining equity, with affirmative efforts to 

represent and amplify marginalised voices. Participatory parity suggests a way to muddle 

through the process of negotiating contending values and interests towards a shared, or 

working, conception of equity as a social goal. 
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